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EDITOR’S NOTES

editor’s

notes
This Summer edition meets the new
draft Tax Act head on as we write
extensively on the consequences
and potential impact of this piece
of legislation to Gibraltar business.
Essentially, the burden to business
could be crippling at worst or a strain on
resources (both human and financial) at
best. Most businesses will have to pay
tax on profits before they are earned – yes
I did say before! The new draft penalty
system is also not something to be taken
lightly. Upon receiving a request from the
Tax Commissioner for tax information, a
business will be faced with a penalty of
£200 if the information is not forthcoming
in 30 days and up to £500 per day until
he is satisfied that he has received this
requested information. This could equate
to a fine of up to £15,000 if a person
takes 2 months to reply instead of one!
We are unhappy that the burden of our
inevitable change to our tax legislation
has been laid squarely on the shoulder
of the business community. The reason
why I say this is because the Government
Sector has made no palpable savings of
its own in order to share this burden. Are
we the only country in the world - whilst in
the middle of the worst global recession
in decades - that actually increases its
minimum wage? Also, whilst other
countries are cutting public sector wages

these remain untouched locally, why? It
is business and business alone which
has to take the burden of these changes
whilst the public sector appears to
remain immune to these. In other words
does not Gibraltar Plc include the public
sector? Obviously not!

of policing quite substantially and act as
a massive deterrant.

In our last In Touch, we announced several
new initiatives for our membership and
these are starting to materialize with
Board Members taken an active part in
getting these off the ground. Our new
Another unwelcome trend developing Breakfast Club has already seen two
locally is the increase in business crime, breakfast meetings being held with our
predominantly as a result of two high- third one due in September. The idea
profile armed burglaries within the space is to create a platform for members
of as many weeks. This immediately raises in which to network with others and
the issue of CCTV which our Federation hopefully generate business opportunity.
have been advocating for the last few Our GFSB Discount Club has also been
years. Placing this campaign against the launched and members have been given
context of these two burglaries, would an opportunity to offer discounts on goods
they have happened if these areas had and services to other GFSB members. In
been installed with CCTV? The answer turn, the Board will actively market these
is probably not. One other factor that is discounts at no cost to the business
beginning to slowly impinge on our “way thus elevating the profile of a particular
of life” (excuse me for sounding a bit too business or product. Our aim is to
American here!) - in which I really mean increase the benefits that we are able to
our historical records of low business offer members and through competitive
crime - is the severe global economic advantage as well as business protection.
downtown. With Gibraltar being seen
as a “soft” touch even by our friendly As always, I hope that you enjoy your read.
Mayor from La Linea (with his “toll-road”
masterplan) how do criminals perceive Stuart Rodriguez
Gibraltar? We need to send the message Editor
out that we will not countenance such
abuse of our friendly territory. CCTV
would obviously help in sending this
message out as well as reduce the cost
M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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One step ahead
Planning a strategy
We can assist in developing strategic plans
to help shape the success of your company
including preparation of business plans,
budgets and cashﬂows and subsequent
monitoring and analysis of variances. We can
assist you in identifying and developing your
strengths and opportunities.

For more information, call Eran Shay or Stephen J Reyes on:
Tel: +350 200 41200, Nightline: +350 200 48282, Fax: +350 200 41201, info@deloitte.gi

www.deloitte.gi
Merchant House, 22/24 John Mackintosh Square, P.O. Box 758, Gibraltar
© 2010 Deloitte Limited. Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
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GFSB

Second Breakfast Meeting
The second breakfast meeting was held on Friday
16th July at the Wisteria Room, Rock Hotel.
World War II Tunnels
Mr Richard Desoiza gave an interesting talk on the subject of the
World War II Tunnels (www.rockandfortress.com).
The talk was attended by ten members who enjoyed the talk and
participated in a question and answer session.

Sponsor
This event was sponsored by the Rock Hotel and the GFSB would like
to thank the Manager – Mr. Stephen Davenport for all his help before
and during the event.

Next Breakfast Meeting
The next Breakfast Meeting will be held in September (date to be
announced) and will be on the subject of e-commerce, internet
banking etc.
The GFSB seek to lay a small informal platform for its members to
network and get to know each other.

GFSB Chairman and Vice-chairman Charles Serruya
and Stuart Rodriguez respectively attended the
annual Federation of Small Business UK Conference
held in Aberdeen, Scotland earlier this year. This
was an opportunity to catch-up with our international
contacts and also meet our colleagues from the
European Small Business Alliance.
Both attendees had the chance to meet briefly with the
previous Secretary of State, Lord Peter Mandelson to
discuss general business topics and he also enquired
as to how things were on the Rock.
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THE NEW INCOME TAX ACT
On 16 June the Government
published the new Income Tax
Act together with briefing and
explanatory
papers.
These
documents have been published
‘in draft’ to allow for comments
in writing to the Chief Minister up
to 23 July 2010. The Government
anticipates that it will publish the
Act as a green paper in August
to be presented to Parliament in
October. The New Act should come
into effect on 1 January 2011.
The New Act has been in gestation for nearly
a decade and is the culmination of a long
process to reposition the Gibraltar finance
centre away from tax haven activities and
towards a mainstream European status. This
is a process which began when the European
Commission ruled that the two-tier company
tax system under which offshore companies
(owned by and trading with non-residents) pay
no tax on profits while onshore companies pay
Corporation Tax in the normal way constituted
‘unfair tax competition’. The Gibraltar
Government responded with draft legislation
for a system of company taxation which was
not based directly on profits, but on other
factors such as the number of employees and
the size of commercial/office premises used
by the company. This legislation for a ‘zerotax’ regime was submitted to the Commission
which, after considerable delay, rejected it on
the grounds of material selectivity (the new
laws were still discriminatory) and of regional
selectivity (we were a region of the United
Kingdom and should have the same tax laws
and rates). The Gibraltar Government then
appealed to the European Courts against
the decision of the Commission. The Court
eventually ruled against the Commission and
in Gibraltar’s favour. The decision of the Court
that we were not bound to follow UK tax law,
but were free to set our own tax laws and
rates independently was a great victory for
Gibraltar. However, by this stage the Gibraltar
Government had begun to reconsider the
‘zero-tax’ regime, favouring instead a ‘low
tax’ system which would bring Gibraltar into
line with mainstream European jurisdictions.
In the meantime the Government negotiated
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with the European Commission a transitional
period during which the tax-exempt regime
would be phased out. That period comes to
an end on 31 December of this year, hence
the need for the new legislation.
The New Act is a complex and extensive piece
of legislation. Most companies will pay tax at
the rate of 10% on taxable profits. However,
utility companies (water, electricity, telecoms,
sewage and petroleum) and companies which
“abuse a dominant market position” will pay
tax at the higher rate of 20%.
Though all companies will be treated in the
same manner for tax purposes, the position
as regards their shareholders will be very
different. If the shareholders are resident
overseas no Gibraltar tax is payable on
dividends which they receive from their
Gibraltar company. If the shareholders are
Gibraltar resident individuals then they will
have to pay tax on the dividends at their
personal marginal rate (with a credit being
given for the company tax already paid
by the company). Therefore a shareholder
on a marginal income tax rate of 29% will
have to pay tax of 19% on any dividends he
receives (net of the company tax credit of
10%). Given that there is a large difference
between company tax (10%) and personal tax
(maximum 40%) and between dividends paid
to Gibraltar residents (up to 30%) and nonresidents (nil) the new Act must of necessity
include numerous rules to prevent residents
from arranging their affairs so that they end
up paying no tax on dividends. These include
rules to ensure that profits are taxed at
personal rates when they are not required by
the business (deemed dividend provisions),
rules to ensure that assets are not transferred
abroad for tax reasons, and a widening of tax
residence for individuals, amongst numerous
other restrictions.

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

The definition of tax residence (‘ordinarily
resident’) has been amended to cover
individuals who are ‘present’ in Gibraltar for
at least 183 days in a tax year or over 300
days in a period of three consecutive tax
years. ‘Presence’ in Gibraltar is defined as
‘any part of a 24 hour period commencing
at midnight’ whether or not accommodation
is used in Gibraltar. Therefore an individual
living in Spain and working in Gibraltar will
be tax resident in Gibraltar and subject to tax
here on his world-wide income.

“The New Act
is a complex
and extensive
piece of
legislation”
The Government is obviously convinced that
there is a great deal of tax ‘leakage’ and has
taken the opportunity to bring in draconian
rules and regulations to try to stem this
flow. These also include rules to tighten
up on tax deductible expenses, to restrict
capital allowances (private motor vehicles
no longer qualify), and detailed definitions
and quantification of benefits-in-kind such
as company cars, living accommodation,
employee and director loans, vouchers and
tokens, and expense payments to employees
and directors.
Companies and the self-employed will be
taxed on a ‘current year’ basis and will be
required to make payments of tax on account
during the year. A system of self-assessment
will be introduced. Dates for payment of
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company tax and for filing of accounts and
returns have been accelerated and are now
laid down in law. Companies will be required
to make payments of tax on 31 August (50%
estimate) and 28 February (50% estimate)
on account of the tax due for that year. Final
returns including audited accounts will have
to be filed together with a cheque for any tax
still due within six months of the end of the
company’s accounting period.
There is a huge raft of prohibitive penalties and
surcharges for failing to provide information
requested by the Commissioner of Income
Tax, for failing to make returns on time and
for submission of incorrect information.
Penalties for tax lost or delayed range from
5% for very small innocent errors to 150%
for the most serious. In addition serious
abuses will be dealt with on a criminal basis
and could result in an extended stay at HM
Prison Windmill Hill.
The Commissioner of Income Tax will have
wide enforcement and information-seeking
powers and, in serious cases, will be able to
apply for a search warrant from the Supreme
Court. He will also have powers to ‘name and
shame’ those who do not pay over PAYE and
other liabilities deducted from employees.

Conclusion
Though the Governments desire to stem fiscal
leakage is understandable the new Act is very
prescriptive and onerous and will be difficult
and cumbersome to administer. The reduction
in company tax from 22% to 10% will not
help local resident businessmen because any
profits which are surplus to the needs of the
business will be taxed at the owners personal
marginal rate whether they are distributed or
not. In addition the system of payments on
account actually results in most businesses
having to pay tax on profits before they are
earned. The requirement that every company
file audited accounts within six months of
the end of the company’s financial year will
place huge pressure on both companies and
their auditors. Many of the penalties are way
over the top. For example the Commissioner
can write requesting tax information within
30 days. If the information is not supplied
then a penalty of £200 on the day the failure
occurs and of up to £500 per day until the
Commissioner is satisfied that he has received
all the information he has requested will apply.
Therefore a person who takes two months
to reply instead of one will be faced with a
penalty of over £15,000! If the delay extends
beyond three months, it would constitute a
criminal offence and a possible custodial

sentence. There are any number of reasons
why it might not be possible to respond with
such alacrity and a small business faced with
such a bill could be forced into liquidation. Is
this what the Government expects?
This new Act brings in totally new rules,
regulations and procedures and it will take
time for businesses as well as the tax office
to familiarise themselves with these and to
identify the practical issues that will arise.
Self-assessment is being implemented
without any prior warning or lead time and it
is inevitable that errors and delays will occur.
Therefore there needs to be a moratorium
on penalties (other than those relating to
deliberate understatement of income) for a
period of at least a year to enable the new
procedures to bed down and for teething
problems to be resolved.
The Federation is reviewing this new
legislation and will be making representations
to the Chief Minister before the 23rd July. If
any member has specific concerns about
the impact of the New Act on his business he
should write to the Board of the Federation to
enable us to include his concerns in our letter
to the Chief Minister.
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Gibtelecom achieves EFQM
‘Recognised for Excellence’
accreditation
Gibtelecom has been awarded the
‘Recognised for Excellence’ accreditation
from the European Foundation of Quality
Management (EFQM), a first for a Gibraltar
company. Following an on-site assessment
and evaluation by a team of EFQM assessors,
which included interviews and focus groups
with a wide cross-section of employees, the
company was awarded 4 star recognition
under the EFQM scheme. The award, said a
Gibtelecom spokesperson, “is a clear signal
for our customers that the company uses the
best, well-tested and universally recognised
practices in the area of leadership, partnerships
and business strategy. The assessors were
particularly impressed with the company’s
strong customer focus, financial performance
and management of technology, as well as
the empowerment
of employees”.

As part of the assessment the EFQM team thoroughly scrutinised a submission document
prepared by Gibtelecom employees, which evidenced Company processes and good practices.
This was then supplemented by three days of assessment by three examiners from Belgium,
Germany and the United Kingdom and involved nearly 50 members of staff
across different grades, locations and departments — a third of Gibtelecom
employees.

great result for the
Company, and all
its stakeholders
including staff and
customers”

intouch

Tim Bristow, CEO, said “this is a great result for the Company, and all its
stakeholders including staff and customers. One of the key features of the
EFQM is the development of people, with every employee having been
involved in one way or another in the processes and projects which have
helped to cultivate a culture of quality and excellence within the Company”.
He continued “the award is a great way for Gibtelecom to celebrate its 20th
birthday this month, for which the staff and locally based Board Directors
assembled for a photograph in John Mackintosh Square last week”.

Gibtelecom joined the EFQM in 1994 in its time as Gibraltar Nynex
Communications (GNC). The company attained the ‘Committed to Excellence’ status in 2004,
after the bringing together of GNC and Gibtel into common ownership, and now in 2010 has
achieved the leading ‘Recognised for Excellence’ award. Gibtelecom is also an ISO registered
company, have been upgraded to the latest ISO 9001:2008 standard in April 2009.

The EFQM ‘Recognised for Excellence’
is a recognition programme based on
an external analysis of an organisation’s
overall performance and achievements.
The ‘Recognised for Excellence’ award
provides evidence that an organisation
is high performing, able to innovate and
deliver top quality results. The EFQM model
is applied widely throughout many industries
such as manufacturing, electronics and
financial services, as well as educational and
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government institutions. Previous ‘Recognised for Excellence’ achievers include Siemens AG,
O2, T-Mobile, Citibank, EDF Energy and Bosch.

Tim Bristow, CEO,
said “this is a

G i b t e l e c o m ’s
Chairman,
the Hon. Joe
Holliday, praised
Gibtelecom
for
“being
recognised as it
moves forward
on its journey
of
continuous
improvement.
The Company has always demonstrated
its commitment to quality, excellence and
improvement and this accreditation, breaking
new ground for a local business, provides
further evidence that Gibtelecom is a
leading business in Gibraltar worthy of being
benchmarked.”

PR ESS
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A consumer’s view by a Gibraltar
“High-net worth individual” – Mark Gosen
As a recent incomer to Gibraltar I am
uniquely placed to offer a perspective
on the levels of service I have received
in the last three months and comment
on my findings.
Gibraltar has been actively encouraging both
short and long stay visitors for a few years
now. In order to continue this trend these
visitors, or new permanent residents, need
to be looked after by the people that provide
them with services. In this article I will be
concentrating on restaurants and bars.
Unfortunately my experiences confirmed my
worst fears. Service in a lot of Gib’s food and
drink outlets combines the worst of the old
“British” lack of understanding of service, with
the Spanish “laissez faire” and a generous
dollop of badly trained staff, topped with the
“Airport Hotel” syndrome.
For many years us Brits sneered at the
American way of serving customers with their
grating “Have a nice day” and “Hi – my name
is Hank and I will be your server today” type of
greetings. However, we eventually understood
the need to offer a certain level of service in
order to make the customers experience more
enjoyable, and if a customer is having a nice
time then maybe he will have another drink,
or visit the establishment again. Whether it
has been successful or not is another story
but the concept remains sound and the
majority of our most successful retailers
(including restaurants and bars) have adopted
a higher than normal level of service. John
Lewis, ASK, All Bar One, all have staff training
programmes designed to give the customer
a higher level of service thereby encouraging
either a higher sale or a return visit.
The Spanish traditionally have not been hot
on service and that influence pervades a lot
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of establishments in Gib. Training is absolutely
key to good service. You cannot take someone
off the street, show them how the till works
and send them out to serve customers. On
the job training is fine as long as there is
supervision and a review process.
The Airport Hotel syndrome is one that is very
common in Gib. The reason for its name is
simple. No one wants to be in an airport hotel,
they never stay for more than one day, they
are probably tired and irritated and can’t wait
to leave. The staff know this, they are aware
that people will come to their hotel because
they have to, they will in all probability never
see the customer again so the level of service
generally sinks to just above, or below an
acceptable level because whatever happens
the people will come and will only return if
they absolutely have to. So the chances of a
member of staff encountering a guest again

“Service in a lot of Gib’s food
and drink outlets combines
the worst of the old “British”
lack of understanding of
service, with the Spanish
“laissez faire” and a
generous dollop of badly
trained staff, topped with the
“Airport Hotel” syndrome”
are pretty low. With a few notable exceptions
Restaurateurs in Gib tend to treat tourists
exactly like this. They know that of the 5,000
people swamping Main Street from a Cruise
Ship, the vast majority will never return to
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Gib so let’s just do what we have to, take
their money and watch them go. This is the
fundamental error. The thought should be
“show them a good time, take MORE money
and watch them return your wave goodbye.”
I have sat in Casemates Square and watched
the Airport Hotel Syndrome at close quarters.
Tourists, tired, hot and sometimes fractious
encountering staff who make abundantly clear
that the visitors are an unwelcome intrusion
into their otherwise perfectly ordered day. The
result is obvious, disappointed tourists leave
with a negative impression (also having spent
less money); staff bemoan the customers (in
the hearing of other customers – one of the
unforgivable sins of retail). It doesn’t matter to
the staff because they know, in all likelihood
that the customer will never visit Gib again so
the fact that they had a negative experience
is not a problem.
This is the crux of the matter and throws
up two very important points. Firstly, we
don’t want anyone to leave Gib with any
impression other than a positive one, Gib
depends massively on tourism and tourists
talk... a lot. When they show the slide shows
to their friends and tell them of the apes and
the tunnels and the caves they may well
finish their presentation with “Great place
but the people weren’t very nice”. They will,
in all probability only have encountered tour
guides, taxi drivers, retail staff and waiters
during their day in Gib; these are the people
who represent Gib. Thus the tourist’s friends
are left with a negative impression which
means maybe they won’t go on the cruise or
they won’t get off in Gib, or they won’t stay

EVENTS
empty my pockets into the till. So much so
that if they are on duty I will go elsewhere. If
that is how they treat regulars what on earth
must the casual visitor think?

for dinner and will get back across the border
as soon as possible. All very negative and not
conducive to showing these visitors a good
time. As well as the obvious fact that the less
time they spend here the less money they
spend.
Secondly, it is becoming more difficult to
identify the tourists from the new locals. The
Gaming Company employees look pretty much
like tourists sometimes. Now these are not
people with Airport Hotel Syndrome, they live
and work in Gib. They have to make a home
here and start a new life. They look around for
friendly bars and restaurants where they will
feel comfortable and be looked after. These
are people with high disposable incomes who
will spend on food and drink, regularly. These
people are manna from heaven for the bars
and restaurants of Gib, they will be here in the
Winter, when it rains, when Cruise Ships are
diverted, when planes are forced to land in
Malaga it is the new residents who will keep
the hostelries of Gib going.
Unfortunately, they are often treated as tourists
(which of course is a wrong mind set to begin
with because all customers should be treated
the same) and I have had many experiences
of service levels so appalling that I could not
possibly return to an establishment.
As I am a seasoned traveller I understand
(although do not approve of) the need to lay
down a marker so that the establishment will
understand you are not a tourist. So, generally
I am polite, talkative, unhurried and leave a tip
reasonable enough to be remembered or at
least acknowledged next time. In one particular
instance I had identified an establishment

in Casemates that served an excellent Full
English Breakfast that I particularly enjoy on
a Saturday morning. I had been at least six
times and I recognised all the staff, although
they had yet to recognise me. The place was
empty and I walked in with my newspaper,
smiled at the lady on the door and sat down
inside. I opened my paper and waited. The
lady in question walked past me to the kitchen
and came out with two plates that she took to
customers outside. She then came in again
(past me again without a sideways glance)
and went and stood at the bar with her back
to me. I let that ride as I was in no hurry and
I had been served by her before and we had
a pleasant chat a week before. She walked
past me twice more without offering a glance,
a greeting, a menu or a smile. I tried to attract
somebody’s attention and failed. I had been
sitting there for over ten minutes, so I got up
and left, walking past the lady in the process.
Still she did not say a word to me. That little
episode has cost that establishment at least
£500 in lost business from me over the next
12 months. I had taken friends there for
dinner too which I stopped doing and I told
them of my experience, as one does so there
will be lost revenue there as well.
I frequent a bar/restaurant in Ocean Village. I
stop there for coffee and go for a drink after
work with colleagues. I must spend at least
a hundred pounds a month there. Most of
the members of staff are friendly and helpful.
However there are two, who know me well,
who just don’t get it. They think the bar area
is a prison from which they are not allowed
to escape. They are sure that if they smile
or acknowledge you they will be struck by
lightning. This doesn’t make me want to

Perhaps the worst offending establishment is
one of the largest in Gibraltar. Several times I
have been in there with a group of friends to
have a drink. The service there is always a bit
dubious because the bar is too small and way
too understaffed to cope with the volume of
customers. On this occasion they surpassed
themselves, it took over half an hour to get
our drinks. When they arrived two of the
cocktails were undrinkable and the rest of the
order was wrong. We soon discovered why,
none of the bar staff spoke fluent English.
Now call me old fashioned but I live and
work in a place where English is the national
language and I would (not unreasonably – in
my humble opinion) expect the people who
deal with the public here to speak the lingo.
So they lost our custom that night as well as
any profits from ancillary activities we may
have undertaken.
My conclusion is that Gib seriously needs to
raise its standards of service in its hostelries.
It is easy to blame the individuals however
people are only as good as management either
makes them or allows them to be. Staff will
find it more enjoyable if they are trained to do
their jobs well, this has an instant trickledown
effect. If staffs are happy and attentive then
customers are happy. If customers are happy
they spend, and return. It is much easier to
take money from an existing customer than
to have to keep finding new ones.
Management need to train staff to understand
what the customer wants and needs. The
“build it and they will come” mentality seems
to pervade a lot of bars and restaurants here.
The establishment needs to be run properly
and the customer needs to be looked after,
served with what he wants when he wants
it. Staff need to go that extra mile, little
things matter, bring the cutlery with the food
(preferably before!) not five minutes later.
If the customer’s glass is empty ask if he
wants a refill. If the customer has finished his
starter, remove the plate before bringing the
main course, and a hundred other little things
that go towards making the experience an
enjoyable one for both customers and staff,
and an even more profitable one for the
owners.

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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FIT NOTE,
not Sick Note
by Suresh Mahtani

One of the most difficult problems for
employers in Gibraltar to tackle is the
insistence by some workers in treating
statutory sick leave as a natural extension of
their holiday entitlement. The prospect of a
key employee’s sudden absence from work
is usually compounded by the production of
the dreaded sick note, which almost acts as
a licence to indefinitely extend that absence
to the detriment of the business itself.
An overhaul of the British sick note system
was announced a year ago by UK government
adviser Dame Carol Black, the national
director for health and work, who calculated
that ill-health was costing the British economy
£100bn a year. As a result, a clever strategy
was recently adopted by the UK government
in the form of the Statement of Fitness for
Work, or ‘fit note’, a new medical statement
that doctors will now be issuing to workers
who are off sick for longer than seven days.
Doctors will still be able to say someone is not
fit for work, but they will also be able to spell
out aspects of jobs workers can still perform.
Under the changes, doctors can recommend
reduced hours, altered duties or a phased
return to work.
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“...ill-health
was costing
the British
economy
£100bn a
year.”

The onus will thus be on employers to help
staff return to work in some capacity. With
the fit note, the doctor will, through the
use of a new form, be able to advise their
patient if they are “not fit for work” and, more
importantly, if they “may be fit for work taking
account of the following advice.” Patients will
then be encouraged to discuss this advice
with their employer to see if they can return
to work.

whole work culture and we know that keeping
people in work helps their physical and
mental wellbeing.” To this, Katja Hall, director
of employment policy at the Confederation of
British Industry, has added “This is a change
that employers will welcome. All too often a
person is signed off sick when they are able
to manage some forms of their work.”

A thousand GPs have so far been trained by
the Royal College of General Practitioners
(RCGP) in how to complete the new forms.
Professor Steve Field, of the RCGP, has
said “The launch of fit notes is going to be
revolutionary because it will change the

Meanwhile, the unions have stated that
handing someone a list of tasks they could
perform while ill may not necessarily help
them get back to full fitness. They also claim
that a doctor does not typically have the time
to assess all the conditions of work that a
given employee is subjected to. Finally, they
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warn that the ‘fit note’ opens up a whole set
of challenges for employers in respect of
accommodating unfit employees back into
the workplace, and those adjustments may
simply not be feasible, especially for smaller
employers.
While the UK government and the unions
remain polarised on the subject, there is
no doubt in anyone’s mind that if correctly
implemented, the new British ‘fit note’
system is certainly a step in the right
direction. Whether it is one that finds eventual
application in Gibraltar remains to be seen, but
what is clear is that while the local GP must
continue to act as the patient’s advocate, they
must never end up policing the system for the
Ministry for Employment.

FINANCE
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GLOBAL MONEY
1st June 2010

Global Money was initially established in Gibraltar in 2008 to offer a
highly competitive foreign currency exchange service to both commercial
and private clients, in association with Moneycorp one of the UK leading
Foreign exchange and international payment providers.










e-mail: lee@globalmoneygibraltar.co.uk

We have shown continued growth over the past two years despite the
turbulent financial markets, which we believe is testament to the quality of the products and service we offer. Many of the leading Gibraltar
companies trust us with their foreign exchange and regular International payments.
Following our success in Gibraltar, Global Money is now expanding to provide foreign currency exchange services in other worldwide locations
including Malta, the Isle of Man, Guernsey and Jersey.
We at Global Money hold customer care as a core value within our company culture - our aim is to provide the level of service that is so often
lacking in the foreign currency market, whilst still retaining our competitive edge.
For Commercial customers we liaise with the London based traders at Moneycorp to ensure they have an in-depth understanding of all our
client’s individual requirements to ensure they are given the correct market information at the correct point in the trading cycle, and work with
them until such time as they are confident with the internet based trading platform.
For private clients Global Money arrange the best exchange rate for regular payments to service the financial needs of their overseas property,
to purchase a foreign property, or to repatriate the proceeds from the sale of a foreign property.
We are there for every aspect of these trades to ensure the transactions are punctual, accurate, and within the agreed budget in a personal
and professional manner.
Check out the latest addition to our service armoury - our website on www.globalmoneyworldwide.com to see if we can save you time and
money or call Lee Gardiner on 20061617 for an informal meeting.
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And now for the
GFSB light-hearted
moment of the
month:
“only suitable for those with
a sense of humour”
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Minimise Business Risk:
Choose the Right IT Supplier
by Tanya Jones, Managing Director of IT Support
& Consultancy provider, ACEHOBA Ltd
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
recognise that they need to invest in
IT, yet when they do many do not get
the results they were expecting. On
reflection, obvious candidates such as
hardware and technological choices are
dissected; however, the underlying cause
often starts with the choice of IT service
provider. A provider can jeopardise the
success of a business through lack of
understanding and insight not just of
technologies but also business demands.
As a result businesses that fail to source
a knowledgeable and business-minded
IT service provider expose themselves to
significant risk.
During the last 20 years,
technology has brought
sweeping changes to the
way business is conducted.
While in the past, it simply
provided the means to do
things faster, more recently,
it has revolutionised
working processes and
business models.

There is no doubt that wise investment in IT
can pay off. Although SMEs recognise the
critical role IT plays in the success of their
business, they can rarely justify dedicating an
internal resource to this function. As a result,
many are somewhat reluctantly forced to look
into outsourcing the support and management
of their IT function to a third party.
For SMEs, there are many advantages
to using an external IT service provider.
They can benefit from the same breadth of
knowledge and experience as an internal
IT department at a fraction of the cost. It
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Finding the right IT
service provider is
not always easy. For
a start, there is the
dilemma whether to
source one or more
providers. As a general
rule, it is best to have a
single point of contact.
Managing
multiple
suppliers can become a logistical nightmare
and accountability is greatly reduced. On
the other hand, having a “one man band”
as a provider exposes the business to high
operational risks, e.g. what happens if they
are unavailable for long periods of time.
Furthermore, some fall into the trap of using
a part-time provider that dabbles in IT as a
hobby. As a result, SMEs can end up paying a
high price for low-cost support.

“There is no
doubt that wise
investment in
IT can pay off”

Research shows that SMEs are keen to invest
in the latest technological trends, applications
and delivery models as these bring the
promise of competing successfully with big
business, improving efficiency and increasing
profitability.
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frees up business owners and managers to
concentrate on what they do best, running a
business, knowing that their IT function is in
safe hands. A reliable and expert IT service
provider can minimise the risks to which a
business is exposed. The results of good IT
management can translate for the business
into increased business growth, reduced
costs and maximum profitability.

On first sight, it looks as though all IT service
providers offer the same service. However, by
asking the right questions a business is more
likely to establish their suitability.
Do they have expert staff?
Qualified and experienced staff is important
in handling daily business IT support needs.
However, analysts with in-depth knowledge
and varied skills can help identify new
opportunities for utilising IT capabilities
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and innovative ways of implementing IT
functionality. This is a critical requirement –
choose the best if you want to see significant
results from your IT investment and give your
business a boost.
What is their customer service like?
Any decent IT support provider can provide
potential clients with a service level agreement
which defines response and fix times. A
provider who is not easily accessible when
there is an emergency only adds strain to the
situation. Reliable and jargon-free customer
service can make the experience much more
pleasant, efficient and beneficial.
Do they understand your business both
on the operational and strategic level?
In general, IT service providers are good at
the operational level support. The problem
is that too often they are focused on the
daily technical issues and fail to look at
the bigger picture. Streamlining business
processes through effective use of IT can
help achieve maximum efficiency and for
this, the IT service provider needs to have a
deeper understanding of the challenges and
constraints a business is facing.
What are their pricing models?
Keeping tabs on expenditure is particularly
critical for smaller businesses, especially
in an uncertain economic climate. Typically,
most providers offer two pricing models: a
monthly support contract and on-demand
services. With the former, it is essential to
check exactly what is included in the price
and the limitations (there are bound to be
some!). Using on-demand services can be
expensive and result in unexpected surprises
when invoices arrive.

FINANCE
Do they offer transparent reporting?
Reputable IT service providers use call logging systems which allow them to keep track of reported issues. Secure access to those systems can
be arranged for the business and there are many advantages to using this facility. For example, the business can view solutions to problems,
match records against invoices, identify consistently problematic areas. Regular reports can also help assess the effectiveness (or not) of the
IT service provider.
Do they know your industry?
Although not compulsory, an IT service provider that has experience of working in a particular sector can offer insights into industry specific
applications and a better understanding of their integration with the rest of the IT systems. Chances are that they are also familiar with the
challenges facing a business and through experience can help avoid some of the pitfalls.
Outsourcing the IT function to an external party is a practical solution for SMEs. Choosing an IT service provider is a critical decision for the
business and well worth investing the time and effort in the selection process. The six questions above are by no means exhaustive - SMEs
should not be shy to ask anything else they feel is important for their requirements. SMEs that choose the right IT service provider minimise the
risk to which their business is exposed and, therefore are in a better position to prosper.

ARE BANKS OPEN FOR
B U S I N E S S ?
High Street banks continue ready
to help viable businesses with their
financial requirements,but for banks
to be able to respond positively
they need extensive and crucially,
up to date, financial information
from lending applicants.

There has been an inaccurate perception in
the marketplace that banks are no longer
lending as a result of the financial crisis that
engulfed the markets. This is not the case.
High Street banks are open for business and
willing to lend, but they do need access to the
figures that show the current financial picture
of the business concerned before they are in
a position to make the lending decision.

There is no doubt that every business has
to operate in a different economic climate
from the one that existed prior to the global
financial crisis. In the banking environment,
an inevitable consequence of the crisis has
been a reaffirmation by all the banks that
lending applicants must meet stringent
criteria to ensure that they are able to meet
their financial commitments. In particular
there is renewed emphasis by the banks to
ensure that they are fully informed about the
current financial position of a business when
a lending decision is sought.

Ideally the bank has to be furnished with the
latest audited report and accounts from the
business applying for the loan. That said, it
is appreciated that for some businesses, the
ability to provide the most recent accounts
may not be possible because they have not
been finalised. In such circumstances, how
can the situation be resolved?

It is important that businesses appreciate that
this requirement is likely to apply across the
board, regardless of size or lending needs.
Thus, whether a company is applying for a
comprehensive lending package for expansion
purposes, arranging a new overdraft or
renewing existing lending arrangements, the
same formal documentation will be required.

In the absence of the most recent audited
accounts, we ask for a set of management
accounts compiled by the customer. This
will enable us to view the current income
and expenditure of the business, monthly
sales figures and other financial data which
is required before a lending solution can be
approved. Furthermore by providing this
information in a clear and structured manner,
applicants demonstrate that they have an
understanding and a control over the financial
activity of their business.

Whilst Gibraltar appears to have weathered
the economic crisis quite well, inevitably the
ripple effect from our trading partners will
impact local businesses. The good news for
the local economy is that banks are willing
and able to lend and for those customers that
are wishing to invest now, funding is available
provided appropriate financial information
can be provided to enable lenders to make
an informed decision.
There are many bankers in the High Street
who know their customers well and can advise
them about the information that needs to be
submitted in support of a lending application
and I would urge customers to talk to their
preferred financial provider.
By Michael Borge, member of the Board of
the Gibraltar Federation of Small Business
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Valuing your Business for Sale
Pricing companies is a dark art. Your valuation
and that of potential buyers are unlikely to
tally, yet value it you must before you can
begin any sort of sale negotiations.
Unfortunately, there are no hard and fast
rules when it comes to determining the
value of your enterprise, particularly a private
business, but there are some guidelines
suggested by those in the know.
As a crucial starting point, you need to be
clear in your own mind about the amount you
wish (or need) to realise and the best way to
manage the sale ahead of exit negotiations.
But – and it’s a big, obvious but – your
business is only worth the sum a buyer is
prepared to pay, so you and your advisers
should try to be objective. Aside from the
financial calculations you can make, you
will want to incorporate some estimate of
inherent value, from goodwill or established
systems. Here, it’s all too easy to be blinded
by an emotional attachment into believing
your business is worth far more than it really
is when passed on.
Another consideration at the start is whether
you and other key staff will be staying on
as part of the sale or if you wish to exit the
business entirely. This can be a major factor
determining value.
Helpfully, there are a variety of valuation
models used by different industries and
sectors, which can give you an ‘objective’
measure of the worth of your business.

Price earnings issues
Various earnings multiples can be used as a
pricing guide. Price-to-earnings (p/e) ratios
are the way the City, on the whole, compares
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differing companies in the same sector.
As a widely used valuation measure of the
relationship between a stock’s price and its
earnings per share, it is also referred to as
‘multiple to earnings’ or simply, ‘the multiple’.
It is calculated by taking the current stock
price per share and dividing that by the most
current earnings per share.

“Be shrewd and ‘smell
the air’, the value you
achieve depends on
selling at the right
time. ”
It’s an important tool for investors as it
indicates how much they are paying for a
company’s earning power. The p/e ratio may
either use the reported earnings from the
last year or employ a forecast of next year’s
earnings (aka ‘the forward multiple’).
Assuming your business has a track record
of profitability, a valuation can be worked out
by multiplying profits by the average earnings
multiple which companies in the same sector
command. In the publicly-quoted sphere,
profits are typically adjusted for exceptional
items to arrive at an estimate of normalised
earnings.
It’s worth noting that certain sectors are
more highly rated than others. For instance,
companies in the industrial transportation
sector attract average p/e ratios of 34, those
in leisure goods, 28 and those in media,
19. If you’re in industrial metals though, the
average p/e is a lowly seven.
Moreover, if yours is a private business, you
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will almost certainly have to settle for a lower
multiple than a quoted peer, since listed
companies can be more easily bought and
sold.

Other valuations
There are countless ways of pricing a
business, ‘based on profits, cash flows,
assets, and sectors. Even with profits, the
question arises, which profits?’
For more mature, cash generative
businesses, a discounted cash flow analysis
is recommended as the norm when trying to
value a business at sale. In short, this is based
on the future cash flows of your business. If
you own a stable business with large tangible
assets (such as plant and machinery used
in heavy manufacturing businesses), then a
valuation based on its assets could be used.
Your net book value, refined to reflect recent
asset value changes or bad debts, will be a
good guide to the saleable price. Variations on
book value are often used when an earnings
multiple doesn’t apply, such as when your
company is loss-making.
An ‘entry cost’ valuation, the cost for a rival
to set up in your space in terms of buying
equipment, employing staff or developing
products, might also appeal. However, if entry
costs in your industry are low, you are unlikely
to successfully sell based on this. Ultimately,
why would they buy your business when they
could set up for themselves for the same
cost?

Debt depresses value
A swathe of other factors will influence
valuation, including your record of controlling
costs and also the debt levels within the
business. If the company owes a lot of money,
this will often have to be subtracted from the
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amount that you finally receive from a trade
buyer. Therefore, make sure you are realistic
when calculating its negative effect on worth
during the audit process.
It’s important to apply the valuation model
suitable for the type of business as there are
so many anomalies. Some businesses, such
as recruitment firms, have hardly any assets,
while others, like property companies, don’t
generate much, if any, cash.

Smell the air
Be shrewd and ‘smell the air’, the value you
achieve depends on selling at the right time.
In the past, businesses were handed down
through families, whereas today, people tend
to be serial entrepreneurs looking to sell at the
best time as dictated by market conditions.
Macro factors, such as the state of the
economy and conditions in your sector at
the point of sale, will come into play, not to
mention the question of supply and demand.
How many potential buyers and offers are
on the table? If there are a few, you might
be able to play them against each other and
raise the price, though it’s a risky game that
can easily backfire and scare buyers off or

engender bad feeling.
It’s also worth bearing in mind that strategic
buyers, desperate to assume geographic
advantage or access to your prized customer
base, are likely to pay more for your company
than financial opportunists.

Don’t under-sell intangibles
Hard numbers – profits, cash and hard
assets – are fairly black and white guides to
use when pricing. Intangible assets, however,
are murkier entities that you’ll need to try
and quantify because they can radically
alter the pricing of your enterprise. Make
sure your valuable people, brands, patents,
copyrights and licences are understood by
potential buyers and fully recognised in the
price. Creating and then managing intangible
assets can be crucial to realising the longterm value of your business.
Trademarks and patents are legally
enforceable intangible assets that should
underpin pricing, but make sure you don’t
forget about the goodwill within your business.
Relationships built up with customers, internal
corporate culture and staff relationships –
these are all important assets. When taken

into account, they can help you leverage a
better price, so make sure your business
advisers understand and convey their value
to potential purchasers of your enterprise.

Your brand has value
Brand value is often a company’s most
valuable asset and a thorough brand valuation
will help negotiate a better sale price. The new
International Financial Reporting Standards
code has put a spotlight on the issue, with
brand valuations now mandatory for acquired
brands of European companies.
There are plausible ways of measuring
intangible assets, from calculating what it
would cost a rival to duplicate your brand,
researching past brand sales in the sector,
and also forecasting the future sales and
profits benefits your brand (and other
intangibles like patents) will bring to your
business and the acquirer. But rather than do
this alone, the general consensus seems to
be that advice from the experts will be money
well spent if it helps you realise the full value
of the business you’ve built.
Always remember to seek independent
legal advice when considering selling your
business.
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A guide to
managing
currency risk.
By Michael Borge, member of the Board of the Gibraltar
Federation of Small Business

“retailers face
the prospect
of making a
loss...”
Retailers who have to battle with the risks associated with currency exchange between sterling and the euro
may find a solution through facilities offered by the leading banks.
It’s a common problem for retailers in Gibraltar as much of their stock is purchased from Eurozone countries,
in particular Spain. Of course, they are bought in euros but when they go on sale they will generally be sold
to locals and tourists in sterling.
Without taking account of the volatility of currency movements,
retailers face the prospect of making a loss because by the time
they sell their stock in sterling, the conversion rate has altered
significantly and their profit margin has been squeezed.
The problem for the retailer is the average lapse of two to three
weeks between purchasing the goods and putting them on sale to the
public. The problem is the same when the retailer orders a specific
item for a customer from the European mainland. Once again the
price determined at the time of the purchase from the supplier may
be affected by the fluctuations in the currency exchange between
the euro and sterling in the time it takes to deliver.
The currency exchange issue therefore can have a detrimental effect
on profitability for many retailers. It has led to a trend in Gibraltar
where businesses will attempt to avoid the problem by quoting
prices for their goods in euros also, but this may not be an ideal
solution and certainly does not suit all retailers. However, the banks
tend to have two options which may help resolve the problem.
The first and probably the most suitable option is currency hedging.
Essentially High Street banks can turn to their Treasury teams
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to provide clients with a fixed rate for the conversion of euros into
sterling. For the retailer, this provides peace of mind, for whatever
stock they are buying wholesale, they know that they can charge on
to the paying customer in sterling at a particular price, confident that
the conversion rate to the euro is guaranteed by the bank through the
currency hedging facility already agreed between them. Retailers can
trade without worrying about the volatility of the markets and whether
the euro is likely to go up or down in price and they can manage
their finances and their profit margins far more effectively through this
facility.
A second option is to open a euro-based account so that retailers
who are selling products in euros can pay the currency directly into
an account. However, this solution may not be so convenient as,
effectively, the euro remains a foreign currency and cash deposits may
attract charges.
In tough trading conditions it is helpful to seek out the facilities that
banks may be able to offer to help businesses with their cashflow and
revenue generation. The issue of euro sterling conversion rates is one
example where the corporate banking resources of the banks may
offer a helping hand.
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Enjoy a quality shopping experience
in Gibraltar all year round.
For more information
call us on +350 20074950
or visit www.visitgibraltar.gi

Take A Closer Look
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Online safety:

wrapping your business
website in bubble-wrap
The Internet can be a fun and exciting place
to explore or expand a business, but harmful
computer viruses lurk around at every corner,
as do hackers, and they could seriously
damage your business’ computers, servers
and reputation.
When was the last time you took a look at
your website and wondered what would
happen if there was a server failure? Is vital
data being backed up? What if a hacker was
to infiltrate my database and website scripts?
How long could your company survive being
offline? These questions need answering, as
damage caused by online computer viruses
can be catastrophic!
We have heard horror stories from new
clients who have previously either lost data
due to corruption of hard discs, or as a result
of viruses spreading in
their system that have
caused an endless
amount of havoc. We
always recommend that
they address this issue
as a few preventative
measures can be what
will save their business’s
reputation and keep them
trading should the worst happen.

When we spoke to the client we raised
concerns and said “what would happen to your
business if your server was to stop working
and all data on it was lost? What would be the
cost and damage to your
business?” He replied by
saying that years of data
and work would be lost
and the business would
literally have to start again
from scratch.

“When was the last time
you took a look at your
website and wondered
what would happen
if there was a server
failure?”

In a security health check we carried out for a
client who had a dedicated server hosted by
another ISP, we established that their MS SQL
database was not being backed up regularly
and also their website files and data were
only being stored on the live dedicated server.
This is an extremely worrying and alarming
situation considering their whole business
runs and is operated online, from customers
carrying out orders to the management of
client data and sending orders to suppliers.
Staff commissions and business reporting
were all being handled by the online
application we created.
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We all assume that
our website hosts will
keep a backup for us and we just rely on
this. In many instances this is not the case,
especially so if you are leasing a dedicated
server or Virtual Machine. In the example
above, our client had a security test carried
out by their merchant account provider and
the results of the test showed that ports were
open, secure certificates encryption rates
were not set high enough and there were
various other server vulnerabilities.
The things to look out for or ask are;
1. Ensure your ISP backs-up your data,
otherwise arrange for an automated backup
of important information.
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2. If your site uses SSL Certificates, ensure
that they are properly installed and have at
least 128 bit encryption.
3. If you have leased a dedicated or virtual
server, is support included? If not, are you
backing up data? If it is included, is the
Support Company or ISP backing up the data
for you?
4. Have you checked your site’s scripts to
ensure that they pass basic security checks?
There are various online tools which allow you
to check for basic vulnerabilities.
If you invest in the right security precautions,
whilst there will be some up-front costs, if
these measures ensure that your business
can remain operating in case of a disaster,
then the money saved will definitely outweigh
the initial outlay and reduce the exposure your
business will have to the many risks which
exist online.
You wouldn’t leave your office door unopened,
allow people you do not know have access
to your client list and allow them to use your
office stationary. Why think any differently
when creating or hosting your website?
By Neville Langston – Dreamscape Design

The most effective and powerful
ecommerce system on the market

is now also affordable.
features:

Full Content Management System –
you can control all the content on the site
not just the products:

If you have ever wanted to get your business
online but have found it difficult to find a system
that can do all that you need but is not out of
your budget, we have some good news for you.
In our 10 years of designing and creating websites
we have never had such a great product for selling
online. We can offer you a great looking online store
with incredibly powerful features at the fraction of the
cost of building an ecommerce site from scratch. It is
almost like having your own Amazon!

• Import and Export products easily
• Live Shipping Quotes
• Order tracking
• Customer Accounts
• Gift Certificates
• Product Reviews
• Multiple payment methods – Paypal,
Worldpay or Pay by Cheque or Cash on
Delivery
• Currently used by over 8,000 stores
Plus many more...

Here is our most recent customer feedback:
...In the first week alone my company made over $2,000 in sales from some clever marketing by Piranha Designs and sales
are growing daily - that's from scratch. I have no hesitation in recommending this company to anyone who wants perfect web
design, search engine optimization as well as marketing strategies to sky rocket their sales into a different dimension!
Dr George Georgiou
Detox Metals.com

Get your own store from £2700 plus £50 per month.

t: 200 45599

e : we b @ pdg.gi | w : w w w.pdg.gi
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The State of the Gibraltar
Tourism Product
Introduction
Upon deciding to take up the challenge of
sampling first-hand the standard of our very
own tourist product we armed ourselves with
industry-standard survey templates and also
called on the help of a new tax resident on
the Rock (who had never visited any of the
sites) to join us in our fact-finding mission of
trying to provide a balanced overview of the
state of our much-heralded tourist product.

The idea was to visit the main sites and survey
them in as much detail as possible, with
marks being given for cleanliness, signage,
facilities and the overall tourist experience,
etc.
Whilst we are not proclaiming to be ‘qualified’
tourism experts we thought that this would
be a bonus because quite simply, neither are
the tourists! You do not need to be an expert
to see if a toilet is dirty or whether you are
likely to get lost because the signage is either
negligible or non-existent.
A site-by-site visit was conducted on the
17th June 2010 and each of these were
independently assessed. Following our
individual reviews, general and specific
recommendations are made and where it is
felt that the product is excellent, then we shall
be happy to endorse this viewpoint as has
been the case with a few of them. Sadly, this
is not the consensus across the board with
a few sites being in dire need of significant
investment and with others, even more sadly
perhaps a lack of “TLC” and pride is manifest
in some of our attractions.

By Stuart Rodriguez & Dylan Trenado

We started to conduct the survey at the
picturesque beach of Catalan Bay, although
first impressions were that of a building site
rather than a relaxing beach, the facilities
were generally up to standard. Upon strolling
through the recently-cleaned sand one’s
memory was transported to the days before
this huge lump of rubble dominated the Bay.
However, a lack of greenery is very apparent
as this is what it really needs, in order to
enhance its actual appearance. Beautifying
the area with palm trees or several flower
beds would make a significant improvement.
To the entrance of the beach the tourist’s first
impression is that of a car park and a steep
mountain of rubble which certainly made an
impact to the surrounding environment of
the beach. These greenery-related changes
would make the already popular beach into
a much more rounded attraction due to the
facilities being in relative good order.

with the surrounding environment again
being the major problem. These mountains
of rubble separating both beaches probably
show how high (or low!) the powers-that- be
have tourism on their priority list.
(3) Pillars of Hercules
Once the beaches had been surveyed we
made our way up to conduct the “Official
Rock Tour. The first attraction we visited was
Jews gate/ Pillars of Hercules; we thought
that the place was more of an entrance and
a first-impression before actually entering
the main attractions such as the Apes
Den and St Michael’s Cave. The site is a
one-stop attraction were you can read the
historical plaques and look at the stunning
views. Luckily on the day we could view
the amazing scenery which really makes us
Gibraltar a unique place to visit. The facilities
were generally quite re-assuring and it was
good to see CCTV on-site as these tend to
generally protect tax-payer’s investment into
these sites.
(4) St Michaels Cave

Here are a summary of our findings:
(1) Catalan Bay

(Catalan Bay) The mountain of rubble
and no greenery whatsoever greets the
tourist!
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Biggest man-made local environmental
disaster since cars were thrown into the
sea
(2) Eastern Beach
The second and final beach we conducted a
survey on was Eastern Beach. Again apart
from the lack of greenery which would give
the beach the tropical flavour it lacks, other
enhancements were visible such as muchimproved changing and toilet facilities and the
new installation for the elderly where there is
an easy access for disabled/ elderly people to
enjoy the amenities. The beach itself and its
facilities are currently of a decent standard
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(St Michael’s Cave) A view of the
infrastructural investment in this site
(this is actually the first impression of
the Cave facilities)
Around 10 minutes later we made our way up
to what is known as one of Gibraltar’s main
attractions, St Michaels Cave. Upon arrival
to the cave all we encountered was chaos
and a sense of misdirection. Tourists looked
very confused as they made their way into the

TOURISM
cave. Once inside more gloom was in stock
as we had no visitor information handed
out (ie. a map of the cave with historical
information). Instead we were provided with
the only literature available - a single sheet
of information on the caves in the form of
a 1980’s type A4 sheet, which was quite
embarrassing to say the least! Why can’t
professional colour brochures be produced to
aid the tourist and help them take a better
impression of this site?

(St Michael’s cave) Awarded but not in
use!

were stepping on the waste which certainly
attracted insects, and dirty tourist clothing!
Some of the surroundings gave a third-rate
aspect to the facilities and we hope that
these will disappear altogether once the refurbishments are completed. Another not
too professional sight that we saw was a
tour-guide giving his tour to tourists whilst
smoking a cigarette!
(St Michael’s Cave) One of the eyesores
‘greeting’ tourists!
The signage to the Cave was quite awful, with
no clear direction as to where the entrance
of the cave actually is. Also the housing of
the commercial area is in such dire state
of refurbishment that one is unsure as to
which is older – the prehistoric caves or this
facility itself! The seating area inside is quite
comfortable but the external seating area is
quite an eyesore with its dirty transparent
corrugated roof and its hand-painted tables
and chairs! A complete overhaul and major
infrastructural investments is urgently
needed to make this attraction proper ‘star
quality’ with modern facilities replacing the
1970’s-style tourism feel. A proper glass
façade on the western face of the building
would give tourists a glimpse of the wonderful
views available from inside the commercial
establishment would be impressive to say the
least.

(Apes Den) Surely this needs to be
cleaned up after eaten!
(6) Great Siege Tunnels
Our next attraction was the Great Siege
Tunnels, upon arrival we suddenly came
across a very peculiar and at the same time
embarrassing small sign hand-painted onto a
small wall indicating “tunnels that direction”.

(5) Apes Den
(St Michael’s Cave) One of the best 10
Caves in the world deserves better
facilities
Another point of interest which would have
surely made the cave more interesting to
tourists was the “Sound and Light display”
which had been out of use for the last 5 years.
There is still a plaque, however, showing
its use and acknowledging the EU Funding
that assisted the Government in making the
display happen! To add to our desolation we
found that the cave was very dark and new
lighting systems would be needed to make
the cave a more impressive and interesting
attraction. We do understand that the caves
environment is that of being damp and cold,
but there surely must be a way of tackling this
problem. To make matters worse, we
encountered several maintenance materials
and third-world patch-ups for all tourists to
witness which really was an unnecessary
eyesore.

(Great Siege Tunnels) Are we living in a
third world country!

(Apes Den) Once again a sign of third
world infrastructure!
After visiting the disappointing St Michaels
Cave we made our way to Apes Den and
to our pleasant surprise we found that the
place was undergoing a revamp to make the
attraction more viable as it gets clustered with
vehicles such as the buses. A beautification
process was in its final stages and this was
clearly evident. New flooring and steps
made the attraction a more worthwhile visit.
However, we did encounter terrible hygiene
issues as the ape food (fruit) had been left
there after they had finished eating and this
made the leftovers undesirable as tourists

The toilets facilities at the bottom of the
attraction had been installed and were in
good condition. Nevertheless, the main
attraction was a further 200 meters uphill.
After making this small climb (how do elderly
tourists cope, I wonder?) we discovered
that there were no water-drinking services
available for the tourist to cool themselves
down after the “climb up the hill”. Not even
a vending machine, again a lost opportunity
for probably easy revenue. Once inside the
tunnels historical artefacts were visible but
once again the lack of interactivity or guides
made this less interesting and very routine.
Not long ago a short presentation was shown
at the end of the tunnels in the St Georges
Hall, but this had been removed as well as
much of the mannequins being moved from
chamber to chamber. Some of the actual
rooms were vacant only demonstrating
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writing on information plaques but with no
illustration of what was going on!

charge of cleaning) they confirmed that there
were usually 8 members of staff assigned to
the Upper Rock. They certainly appeared to
be doing their jobs well with only one or two
isolated exceptions being visible. Well done
boys!

Richard, with an excellent all-round site
and loads of interaction
(Great Siege Tunnels) New toilet facilities
but still no drinking facilities!
This certainly is a site which needs some
attention as this once was an interesting
site with many tourists leaving with rich
knowledge of the Siege tunnels. Again, when
we asked for written visitor information we
received another A4 sheet of 1980’s typed
information! Shouldn’t we expect to demand
more from the administration with millions
of pounds in Tourism budget being spent
annually? The funds allocated to tourism
might not be sufficient (and we agree with
this) but surely this cannot excuse this shoddy
literature!

(Great Siege Tunnels) Historical
information but yet no illustration!
(7) World War 2 Tunnels & O’Hara’s
Battery
As we made our way to this new attraction we
could not fail to see the quality of the signs
around the Rock pointing their way to this
site. Also, a lot of information was available
at the souvenir shop and alas something that
was palpably missing from all the other sites
– professional and friendly guides to extol the
wonders of the history behind them. What
a difference this makes as Richard Desoiza
(the owner of the operating business that
manages this site) and “Smiffy” gave us a
wonderful tour of the WW11 tunnels with
highly amusing stories of the conditions of the
workers to these tunnels and the background
to the history behind it. We really learnt a lot
from this.
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O’Hara’s battery was a similar story of how
a decrepit site can be enhanced with a bit of
effort and money in order to convert this into
a first-class site. The difference again being
that personal tour guides were available for
tourists to make use of and this addresses
the lack of interactivity found in most other
Government-run sites. If Government is
unable or unwilling to invest tax-payers money
into some of these sites then we applaud the
partnership with private enterprise (such as
with Richard Desoiza and his company) and
this might just be the way to go for future
projects and management.
(8) Moorish Castle
The final attraction visited was the renowned
Moorish Castle famous for its resistance to
past sieges. From the outside one can realize
the castle’s resistances as embrasures
are visible. However, in the inside a major
refurbishment of the castle in 2007 has seen a
major boost in fulfilling a tourists needs when
visiting this attraction. A full array of plaques
and information is visible. This has to be
arguably Gibraltar’s best featured attraction
as it boasts of new facilities ‘holistically’ - in
other words from the entrance to the exit.
It does however need some background
music to entertain the visitor even more
with some historical sequence. Interactivity
is clearly missing from this site but one can
tell the difference when a site is beautified
and enhanced as an entire site rather than
the patching-up process which leaves sites
disjointed and tacky, as was the case, for
example, with St Michael’s Cave.
Upper Rock Generally
Apart from the evident transport problems
which causes a lot of chaos and takes the
gloss over the tourist experience itself it was
pleasing to see that the Upper Rock Nature
Reserve was the cleanest that we have ever
seen in recent years. The look-out posts and
the small recreational areas were maintained
in excellent order. After speaking to some of
the staff of Master Services (the company in
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This must be the city under siege
exhibition! Sign not visible from the
road due to lack of maintenance
Conclusions
There is a clear distinction between the
tourist sites that have been refurbished and
revamped holistically from top-to-bottom
with those in which sporadic patch up
investment actually deteriorates the overall
feel and aesthetic of a tourist site. Worst still,
is finding third world practices and standards
sprinkled intermittently through the tourist
experience. On several occasions there was
evidence of a lack of understanding of how
the 21st century tourist should be catered for
and looked after, almost as if we were taking
them for granted. Are they bums-on-seats
or potentially walking advertisers of our very
own successful product when they return to
their countries of origin?
I also identified several glaring examples
of lost income opportunities which would
potentially drive revenue and plug the gap
in the absence of any interactivity in our
main sites such as St Michael’s cave. I am
referring to the rental of historical audio sets
which are prevalent all over the world and
usually on hire at £5 a go. A recent MP3
device has been designed by youngsters
gives an historical tour of Gibraltar. This is the
type of IT and interaction (although, we would
prefer professional tour guides) that we find
is severely lacking from most of our sites that
would give them that special “cutting-edge”
feel and a proper taste of history.
It was also very apparent not just for business
revenue reasons but for humanitarian ones
that to make tourists walk 200m up a very
steep hill to access the Upper Galleries is
bad in itself (particularly for the elderly) but to
then arrive up there and not even have water-
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drinking facilities or a drinking dispensing
machine is downright backward.
Gibraltar must start to take our Tourism
products seriously if it is to truly become
a proper pillar in our economy. Massive
marketing campaigns have been underway
for years but this is not what we are reviewing
here. It is simply the state of our product. Huge
strides have been made in raising the bar for
Gibraltar as a major finance centre through
years of hard work by both politicians and
private professionals alike. Why is it that this
does not happen with Tourism? In essence,
Tourism is really more under our control than
the finance centre pillar- which is arguably
more vulnerable to international initiatives and
external competition. Gaming or insurance
companies could flee Gibraltar overnight if
conditions become more favourable for them
elsewhere.
We have all heard the Roman maxim “When
in Rome do as the Romans do”. After having
visited Rome a few years ago one could not
fail to observe how the Italians treat tourism
(same as Greece too, in fact). If an unhappy
tourist objects or makes a critical comment
that are simply brushed aside, because
moments later another punter would be
charged to view first-class historical sites
such as the Coliseum, the Pantheon or the
Vatican. There is no need to expend any
proper energy or resources in bringing these
sites up to the standard of modern tourism
because the tourists will come anyway year
after year.
Despite Gibraltar commanding- arguably
albeit by a little stretch of the imaginationonly one such first-class site in St Michael’s
Cave, there appears to be an attitude that
tourists will simply come regardless of the

standard of our tourist product. The lack
of any significant investment in the last
few decades means that some of our best
products look tired at best and third world at
worst.
General Recommendations
• More emphasis on Green/ Eco Tourism
• Basic cleanliness and overall appearance of
sites to be reviewed regularly with eye-sores
removed immediately
• Complete re-branding of all our site
information and literature, including userfriendly maps.
• Significant investment programme with
substantial funds being either committed
by Government or through private sector
partnerships (as is already successfully the
case with a few such arrangements)
• The use of more CCTV facilities to protect
tax payer’s investments
• 1-2 first aid posts must be installed in the
Upper Rock.
• Special light& sound display are sadly
lacking from all if not most sites
• The Tourist office at the entry point into
Gibraltar is far too small. By comparison,
the Spanish one at La Linea is huge despite
there not being much by way of intrinsic
tourism value. A purpose built facility should
be considered that portrays a modern
professional image as a first impression to
the Tourist.
• The more tourist sites and attractions we
develop, such as O’Hara’s Battery and the
World War 2 tunnels the higher the likelihood
of fostering and encouraging tourists to look at
Gibraltar beyond the one day trip destination
and make them stay overnight.
• Lack of Interactivity in main sites must be
addressed to aid tourists on Gibraltar’s rich
history and to increase income.

• Transport problems in Upper Rock are so
chaotic that a more tourist friendly system
is required to improve the Upper Rock
experience.
The level of our tourist product must be
improved dramatically so that it will be
in line with other significant multi-million
pound infrastructure investments that are
the new Gibraltar Airport and its associated
infrastructure developments. It is clear than
not enough priority is given to tourism nor are
sufficient funds allocated that will breath new
life into these gems of Gibraltar plc. Is it the
case that it does not matter? - because “all
roads lead to Rome” and when “in Rome do
as the Romans do”.... then again we all know
what happened to the Roman Empire!

The unqualified team of “experts

ThinkLocal.
BuyLocal.
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News
The GFSB is one of the founder months, although it has still some way to go
members of The European Small to reach its pre-crisis level. Managers in
industry were upbeat about their order books
Business Alliance and we have a and production trend observed in recent
directorship and quarterly meetings. months. They were also more optimistic
This essentially gives us a “heads- about their export order books. Meanwhile,
up” as to potential new legislation managers’ assessment of their stocks of
finished products remained unchanged, and
that is coming our way to Gibraltar, their production expectations were cautious.
or better still ensure that SME’s in
Europe are able to influence EU CONSULTATIONS
draft legislation so that its interests Consultation on the General Product
Safety Legislative Initiative
are protected.
Here is a sample of the work of ESBA:
EU considers big tariff cuts to help
manufacturers
European Union countries are embroiled in
a deepening dispute over an Italian proposal
to temporarily drop import tariffs on dozens
of raw industrial goods, a move supposed
to help EU manufacturers weather the
economic crisis. The Italian proposal was
put to the European Commission, the EU’s
executive, several months ago, prompting the
Commission to ask other EU member states
for their input.
Businesses optimistic about economic
recovery
Commission data shows confidence in EU’s
financial health. Businesses are increasingly
confident that the EU has recovered from the
economic crisis, according to data published
today by the European Commission. The
Commission’s economic sentiment indicator,
which measures confidence within the EU’s
industrial, services, retail, construction and
financial services sectors, as well as consumer
confidence, was at 102.2 in July, up 1.9
points from June. More from EUBusiness.
July 2010: Business Climate Indicator for
the euro area picks up
In July, the Business Climate Indicator (BCI)
for the euro area picked up after the pause
observed in June. The improvement in the
indicator suggests that economic activity in
industry will continue to recover in the coming
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The framework set up under the two
successive General Product Safety Directives
- Directive 92/59/EC and 2001/95/EC - has
built up, in almost two decades, a system that
fosters a general culture that all consumer
products must be safe, and integrates the
role of European standards for otherwise nonharmonised products. However, recurrent
product safety alerts, either of global or
regional relevance, have made it clear that
we need a system that delivers more rapidly,
efficiently and consistently throughout the EU
and which, at the same time, is flexible enough
to adapt to the challenges of globalisation
and continue to contribute to the EU internal
market of safe products.
Commission identifies barriers hampering
more efficient and fairer retail services in
Europe
The Commission has adopted a report that
identifies key issues potentially hampering
more efficient and fairer retail services within
the Internal Market and is now launching a
public consultation on the report to determine
future policy priorities in this domain.
Reduced accessibility to basic retail services,
scarce information on retail offers beyond
local markets, slow growth of e-commerce,
potentially abusive contractual practices
throughout the retail supply chain, lack of
transparency on quality labels, unsatisfactory
functioning of the retail service labour
markets as well as very different approaches
to environmentally friendly retail services
across the EU have been identified as key
issues potentially hampering the retail sector.
The responses will feed into measures that
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Stuart Rodriguez

the Commission will propose in the autumn
as part of the Single Market Act.
State
aid:
Commission
consults
stakeholders on the application of State
aid rules to Services of general economic
interest
The European Commission has launched
a public consultation on the application of
its 2005 Package on Services of general
economic interest (SGEI). The Package sets out
guidance as to when State funding of SGEIs
is compatible with the EU State aid rules. The
package was adopted in July 2005. “Public
services play a key role in Europe’s model of
society. Certain areas of activity certainly can’t
be left to market forces alone. However, in the
context of the EU single market, we must
ensure that the provision of such services
is done within the rules established by the
Treaty to avoid distortions of competition, said
Commission Vice President and Competition
Commissioner Joaquín Almunia.
Commission
consults
interested
stakeholders in the context of the Services
Directive’s implementation process
The transposition deadline for the Services
Directive was the end of December 2009.
Since January this year, all EU Member States
have engaged, together with the European
Commission, in a peer review process of
mutually evaluating certain aspects of their
national legal frameworks applicable to
service providers. This innovative working
method, known as the “mutual evaluation
process” was foreseen in the Directive. It is in
the context of this process that the European
Commission is inviting interested parties to
share their views on those aspects of national
legislation which are being discussed by
Member States in the “mutual evaluation
process”.
Consultation on possible approaches to
tackling cross-border inheritance tax
obstacles within the EU
It appears that cross-border inheritance tax
issues are becoming one of growing concern
to EU citizens. It is possible that EU Member
States’ inheritance tax rules as applied in
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cross-border situations are hindering EU
citizens from benefiting fully from their right
to move and operate freely across borders
within the Internal Market. These rules may
also be creating difficulties for the transfer
of small businesses on the death of owners.
The Commission would like to draw on
the expertise and experience of all parties
interested in commenting on cross-border
inheritance tax issues.

potential problems by allowing consumers’
choice and whether the EU needs to act
further to ensure fairness in the internet
market, or whether industry should take the
lead.

Digital Agenda: Commission launches
consultation on net neutrality

“Centralised clearance” introduced in Article
106 of the Modernised Customs Code is a
possibility for the importers that hold an
authorisation for this purpose to both declare
and pay customs duties to the customs
administration of their Member State of
authorisation, independent from the actual
place of import and destination of goods
within the EU. However, under the present
rules of the VAT directive (directive 2006/112/
EC), the importers, even using centralised
clearance, would still be subject to VAT
obligations in each Member State of physical
arrival and destination of goods. Therefore,
keeping the import VAT system unchanged
would run against the simplification objective

A consultation on key questions arising from
the issue of net neutrality has been launched
by the European Commission today. It covers
such issues as whether internet providers
should be allowed to adopt certain traffic
management practices, prioritising one kind
of internet traffic over another, whether such
traffic management practices may create
problems and have unfair effects for users,
whether the level of competition between
different internet service providers and
the transparency requirements of the new
telecom framework may be sufficient to avoid

European Commission opens public
consultation on VAT collection procedures
in relation to centralised customs
clearance

of the Modernised Customs Code and against
the Commission-wide objective of easing
administrative burden on businesses.
EU launches public debate on the future
of pensions
The consultation is a joint initiative from
Commissioners Andor, Barnier (Internal
market and services) and Rehn (Economic
and monetary affairs), covering economic
and social policies as well as financial market
regulation. It does not make specific policy
proposals but seeks views on possible future
actions at European level. The consultation
period will run for four months during which
anyone with an interest in the subject can
submit their views via a dedicated website.
The European Commission will then analyse
all responses and consider the best course
for future actions to address these issues at
EU level.

Local banking specialist returns to strengthen NatWest’s Treasury & Investor Solutions
team
Gibraltarian Dayle Rowbottom has joined NatWest’s Treasury and Investor Solutions team as Treasury
Associate.

Press Release

Educated locally and a former Gibraltar Scholar, Dayle obtained an honours degree in
economics from the University of York. He holds also the Securities and Investment Institute
Level 3 certificates in Securities and Derivatives as well as the ACI Dealing Certificate.
His banking career with the Group began in Jersey in 2008 where he joined the Treasury & Investors
Solutions team. His most recent role was within the Corporate Risk Solutions team focusing on
foreign exchange risk management for corporate clients.
He has returned to Gibraltar to take on a similar post with NatWest working directly with clients
to understand their needs and to create solutions to meet their underlying financial market
requirements. He is specialising in developing foreign exchange risk management strategies for
corporate clients facing currency exposure. Dayle brings a wealth of experience with him from his
time in Jersey where there exists a high level of sophisticated treasury services provided to a broad
range of clients.
Welcoming Dayle back to Gibraltar and to the bank’s team, Gerald Rodriguez, Director, Corporate
Treasury Solutions, commented: ‘Dayle’s arrival will provide my team with much needed resources.
His time in Jersey has provided him with invaluable experience and he will be able to use this to
promote the FX hedging side of the business. In Gibraltar we live in a dual currency environment
and therefore many of our businesses are exposed to currency fluctuations on a day-to-day basis.
Dayle will focus on providing risk management solutions for clients facing this risk. I am sure he will
be very successful in this role.’

Dayle commented:
I am delighted to be joining the Gibraltar business
after my spell in Jersey. We are focussed on
providing a high quality service to our clients in
the areas of money markets, foreign exchange,
interest rates and structured investment
requirements. What makes the Bank’s approach
stand out is its clear commitment to having a
thorough understanding of its clients’ foreign
exchange risk management needs and then
investing time and effort in creating solutions
tailored to those business needs.’
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Business Banking

H E A LT H

Business exists
through communication.
That’s why all our business customers have a direct
line to their Relationship Manager - no call centres
or switchboards.

Old fashioned? We think not!
another way
Gareth Latin on 20051949
www.natwestoffshore.com/islandbanking
Gibraltar business address: National Westminster House, PO Box 707, 57 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar. Licensed under the Gibraltar Financial Services (Banking) Act 1992, as amended and the Gibraltar Financial
Services (Investment and Fiduciary) Act 1989, as amended (Licence number FSC0066OB). NatWest is the registered business name of The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited under the Business
i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
Names32
Registration Act. Calls may beM
recorded.
N3294 (09/06)
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GibSights – A Local Touch to Your Visit
It all began with an idea, pen & paper and many
hours of debate. After careful consideration
of various thoughts we came up with the
brilliant idea of creating a ground-breaking,
innovative product that had never been done
in Gibraltar before: An MP3 Walking Tour of
Gibraltar with its own tailor-made map.
We extensively researched local history and
sites of historical interest and worked with
local experts in order to produce a factual and
entertaining script which we then persuaded
well know voices Isobel Ellul-Hammond and
Jonathan Scott to record in studio conditions.
In order to raise capital, advertising spaces
in the map were sold to local businesses. 28
local companies saw value in our product and
decided to advertise, helping GibSights raise
the initial capital necessary to purchase the
MP3 players from an overseas supplier, pay
for the printing of maps and advertise our
product. This demonstrated the value & faith
the local business community had in both the
product and the team. In addition, GibSights
MP3 Walking Tour gained approval by both
the Gibraltar Tourist Board and the Gibraltar
Museum, serving as proof of our commitment
in creating an innovative, unique and quality
product. Approval of the Government and
local Museum has helped GibSights build its
brand awareness, value and confidence.
The tour boasts Inner City and Upper Rock
sections with ten bonus tracks that are
guaranteed to please tourists or any other
person looking to learn about Gibraltar’s
history, heritage and tourist products. Not only
are tourists buying into a fresh, factual and
quality product but they are also receiving a
tangible product in the way of a 1GB MP3
player which they get to keep.
Throughout the journey we have been
fortunate enough to count on the support
of Vasquez Consulting Ltd; a local firm of
Accountants & Auditors. Acting as business
advisors they have assisted us in building
a solid management team, mentored us in
key business skills and steered us through
the complexities of decision making in
running an ongoing business. Unlike tradition
accountants Vasquez Consulting has an
extensive background of working in-house
with commercial businesses in a diversity of
industries which puts them in tune with the
realities of managing a business.

Now that GibSights product is stocked
in local businesses, we are looking into
expanding by providing tours in different
languages. Local attractions have expressed
an interest in having GibSights produce an
MP3 walking tour of their sites. In addition,
we are keen on expanding our tracks onto
our website: www.gibsights.com. We are also
looking to establish our business globally by
providing tourist attractions & destinations
the opportunity to provide MP3 tours just like
GibSights have created. With numerous new
ventures developing and the recent victory in
the Yorkshire and Humber Young Enterprise
Regional Finals, which enables us to represent
the region in the UK National finals in London
on the 12th-14th July 2010, the future is
bright for GibSights. Whatever the future
brings, some things are certain. We will carry
on striving to produce top quality products,
work diligently as a team and continuing to
improve Gibraltar’s tourism product in an
attempt to raise Gibraltar’s status as a top
tourist destination that it truly deserves to be.
After a year of arduous but fruitful work, one
thing is certain:

“Quality is never an accident;
it is always the result of
high intention, sincere effort,
intelligent direction and
skillful execution; it represents
the wise choice of many
alternatives” (William A. Foster)

WHAT IS MIND

MAPPING?
Mind Mapping is a unique creative
thinking tool and revolutionary system of
note taking. It is a graphic technique for
organizing and recording your thoughts,
either on paper or directly onto computer.
It was invented by Tony Buzan a British
Psychologist in the 1960s and is used
by millions of people all over the world
(Including Bill Gates and Al Gore).
The GFSB has re-scheduled the Mind
Mapping Course to be delivered by Ann
Forsythe at the GFSB Boardroom at GFSB
House, 122 Irish Town, Gibraltar.
COURSE: MIND MAPPING
(including demonstration of software
iMindMap)
LOCATION: GFSB House, 122 Irish Town,
Gibraltar

Tel: 54006329 (Syanne Agius)
syanne_icgib@hotmail.com
www.gibsights.com

DATE: THURSDAY 16th SEPTEMBER
2010
TIME: 09.00 to 13.00 hours
COST PER DELEGATE: £200.00
GFSB Members qualify for £80 off the rate under the
Government Training Subsidy provided to the GFSB .

Tel: 200 62600
info@vasquez-consulting.com
www.vasquez-consulting.com

To reserve your places at this course please email
Helen at gfsb@gfsb.gi together with your payment
to the GFSB as soon as possible.
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E D U CAT I O N & T R A I N I N G

IS0 9001:2008
ACCREDITATION
GFSB Members can still apply for the Training Subsidy for 2010/2011, negotiated by the GFSB with the
Department of Education and Training, for the achievement of the Quality Standard ISO 9001:2008.
In Brief
ISO stands for International Standards Organisations and the ISO 9001:2008 was produced by a panel of experts teaming together to draft
the Quality Management System which is now used by over one million Companies worldwide. The Standard is based on best practices and
derived from benchmark practices.
Advantages of ISO 9001:2008
1. International Standard – easily recognisable by customers and suppliers
2. Improves the running of the business
3. Yields cost savings and improves profitability
4. Introduces discipline for improvement activities
Costings
The cost of training for ISO 9001:2008 is £1,200 (payable in two instalments) and
includes the Assessment and Registration by an Independent Certification Body.
Interested?
Contact the GFSB Office on Telephone 20047722 or email Helen on gfsb@gfsb.gi

company  trust  foundation

Formation  Management  Administration  Statutory Officers  Nominees

marine services

Vessel Registration  Radio Licensing

business services

Banking  Accounting  Will Writing  Virtual Office

Offshore and Onshore
Worldwide from Gibraltar

Since 1985, Europa has been dedicated to providing a platform
for our clients to achieve their financial and business objectives
while guarding their assets and legitimate confidentiality.
Discover the benefits of independent advice, reputable
traditions and multilingual staff.

ISO 9001 & 27001 Certified

www.europa.gi

Tel.+350 200 79013  Email info@europa.gi
Watergardens 6, Suite 24, Gibraltar
Financial Services Commission Licence No 00108B
Gibraltar Registration No 10511
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www.gibraltarlawyers.com

Trusted since 1892
We offer the stability and security of advice that only the longest established
law firm in Gibraltar can do. So whatever you’re planning,
wherever you’re headed, we’re right behind you.
For all your legal requirements, contact:

info@isolas.gi
Portland House, Glacis Road, PO Box 204, Gibraltar
Tel: +350 200 78363 Fax: +350 200 78990 www.gibraltarlawyers.com

Trust...

Successful Relationships
cannot exist without it

Spread across four jurisdictions we are bespoke International
providers of corporate, trust, legal, insurance and financial solutions.

www.gibr o.com
Legal services provided by Perez/Rodriguez, a member firm of the Gibro Group
Licensed by the Financial Services Commission to carry on Business as Company Managers License No FSC 00234B -- Professional Trustees License No FSC 00232B

